Joint Safety
Committee
Minutes
Joint Safety Committee Meeting – Tuesday 27 September 2016
Meeting Details
Date of Meeting
Tuesday 27 Sept 2016
Venue
Conference Room A
Start Time of Meeting
1400 hrs.
End Time of Meeting
1550 hrs.

1) Nick Manning (NM) [Chair]
2) Chris Blackburn (CB)
3) Chris Elliott (CE)
4) Wendy Endacott (WE)
5) Sue Nugent (SN)
6) Lynn Foxwell (LF)
7) Marilyn Bourne (MB)
8) Dave Williams (DW)
9) Rick Selley (RS)
10) Ian Treadwell (IT)
11) Ben Williams (BW)
12) Chris Pratt (CP)
13) Tony Hodge (TH)
14) Jennie Boult (JB) [Minutes]

Attendees
AM Central Command
Organisational Safety Assurance
Health & Safety Manager
Human Resources
Insurance & Risk
Fire Control
Area Admin Manager - Torquay
RFU
Response & Resilience
Learning & Development Central Support
Incident Command Training
Response Support
Driver Training Supervisor
Health & Safety Admin

Agenda
Item

Minutes

1

Welcome and Apologies
Nick Manning welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies
were given for the following
a) Steve West
Head of Response
b) Ainsley Bird
Watch Manager, Bridgwater
c) Nik Brock
UNISON
d) Robert Salway
RFU
e) Paul Mitchell
Learning & Development
f) Dave Chappell
FBU– Declined to attend the meeting
Minutes of Previous Meeting – Accuracy
It was agreed that the minutes are an accurate record of the
meeting held on 26 July 2016
Minutes/Matters Arising from Previous Meeting held on 26

2

3
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Action by

3.1

3.2

July 2016
Item 3.3 - Stress Related Sickness Statistics 2016 – Initial
Report Jan-March - WE
Attendees looked at the Stress Related Sickness stats which
were circulated prior to the meeting. NM commented on the ‘on
call’ spike in the stats and the cause and effect was discussed.
CE referred to the high level of stress related sickness in 2016
for ‘support staff’
27/09/2016 – A meeting has now taken place between NM
and WE and in order to better monitor any spikes in Stress
Related Sickness WE has changed the format of the
Statistics.
Item 3.7 - Safety Event Reporting – Risk Profile
SN – Highlighted concern that we report our reducing Safety
Events but our risk profile remains the same, which gives
conflicting messages i.e. Slow speed Manoeuvring/ Reversing
incidents remain the same. SN told the meeting that
Leicestershire FRS had significantly reduced their loss profiles
and WE confirmed that their sickness levels were always the
best…..It was agreed that SN, outside of this meeting, would try
to arrange a visit to Leicestershire FRS.
27/09/2016 - SN reiterated that the Service Risk Profile
remains the same. CE highlighted the impact that changing
to the smaller RIU vehicles may have on accidents. CP
confirmed that Driver Training are aware of this new risk
and updated the meeting on how this is being dealt with.
SN informed the meeting that Somerset group send a letter
out to drivers after an accident telling them the costs of the
repair. CE and SN to provide Stats for each Group for
comparison. RS to take to SDMF.

3.3

3.4

Ongoing NM/WE
to be picked up
when the data is
available

KB to provide
estimate showing
costs to the
service due to
Slow
Speed/Reversing
incidents
JB to contact KB
for these costs
CE & SN to
provide stats for
each Group for
comparison
RS to take to
SDMF

Item 4.1 - Occupational Health
The high incidence of Musculoskeletal cases raised a discussion
which highlighted that there may be a lack of Manual Handling
refresher training within the Service.
27/09/2016 - – CE has identified Manual Handling activities
as the lead causal factor for personal injuries and this detail
has been shared with Paul Cross in order that the Manual
Handling Training within the Service can be reviewed.
Discussions took place and it was agreed that this training
should be provided. RS to discuss with Paul Cross.
See also Items 3.5 and 5.2
Item 4.2 - Mind Blue Light Training Nov 15 – Feb 16
DW highlighted that not many ‘on call’ personnel had attended
the training. Discussions took place around different ways/times
of delivering the training to ensure the relevant Personnel
attend.
27/09/2016 – WE confirmed that HR will be targeting the
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RS to discuss
with Paul Cross

3.5

3.6

‘MIND Blue Light Training’. No further action.
Item 5.1 - Personal Injury Statistics
CE highlighted that although injuries during training have
reduced this quarter, training is the lead activity where injuries
occur.
PC in conjunction with CE to check training systems and
processes.
See also action at 3.3 and Item 5.2
Item 8.1 - KM told the meeting that a ‘Watch’ had highlighted to
her that they do not have intrinsically safe torches.
27/09/2016 – Although the torches on the new fire helmet
and other equipment used are intrinsically safe, a question
arose as to how well the meaning of ‘intrinsically safe’ is
understood across the Service. NM asked about the
possibility of adding it into a BA Course or the pre-learning.

4

4.1

Health of the Organisation – WE (See Appendix 1)
A copy of the current HR/Welfare report and Stress Related
Sickness Jan – Sept 2016, provided by Wendy Endacott, were
circulated to attendees prior to the meeting. Wendy updated the
meeting. An action was allocated for the following item.
Stress Related Sickness 2016 – Interim Report Jan – Sept
Discussions took place around the change of format of the
Stress Related Sickness Report, and the information required
from it. Discussion also took place around the ‘Discipline and
Grievance’ procedure and how it can be improved/made quicker
to prevent people taking lengthy periods of sick leave.

Ian Treadwell to
investigate the
possibility of
including
awareness of
‘Intrinsic Safety’
into future BA
Courses

WE to discuss
with Michelle
Smitham in
Organisational
Development
NM to raise with
Glenn Askew

5

5.1

5.2

6

Health & Safety Update – CE (See Appendix 2)
A copy of the current Health & Safety update and Safety Event
Statistics, provided by Chris Elliott, was circulated to attendees
prior to the meeting. Actions were allocated for the following
items.
Stowage of Kit on Appliances
Following a Safety Event where an individual was injured when
lifting SHACS equipment from an appliance, Darren Cripps was
asked to review this issue and has passed it to Paul Godwin for
consideration and progression. The FBU H&S Representative is
also closely monitoring this issue, seeking assurance that the
unsafe condition with regards SHACS stowage is rectified asap.
Personal Injury Statistics Apr – Jun 2016
There were 16 personal injuries during this period, the majority
being sprain/strain injuries as a result of Manual Handling
activity, which link into the issue of Manual Handling training.
Discussion took place on how to deliver the training. RS told the
meeting that there is currently work being carried out with regard
to training delivery and that interim Manual Handling Training will
be taken forward by his department.
See also action at 3.3 and Item 3.5
New Tattoos (Healing) and Impact on Individual’s
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NM to ascertain
progress from
Keith Boxall

Operational/Training Safety - CE
CE was contacted by Ian Bartlett who had removed an individual
from a BA course involving Hot Fire Training as he had been
made aware that the individual had a new tattoo which was still
healing. Online advice and guidance for tattoos warns of
excessive sweating and risk of infection. Although Ian made a
local decision he is rightly concerned that there is no policy or
guidance regarding personnel getting tattoos and the impact
operationally when they are healing.

7

8
8.1

8.2

9

It was agreed that this is covered in associated policies via an
overarching statement, being, ‘fit to attend’.
Change in Red Light Policy – Chris Pratt – See Appendix 3
CP updated the meeting on the current ORR Policy pertaining to
the requirement of Service Vehicles responding on blue lights to
ensure that both audible and visual warning devices are used at
all times of the day and night when negotiating red traffic lights.
and the reasons for requiring a change to the policy. (see
Appendix 3 attached)
The reasons for the change were discussed and attendees
CP to put through
supported changing the policy from ‘must use’ to ‘must be
the Consultation
Process
used when beneficial to other road users’ subject to a
Consultation Process.
Any Other Business
FOA Health & Safety Representative – Attendance at JSC
NM to email
Meetings
Garry Alford FOA
CB commented that there had been no attendance at the JSC
Representative
Meetings for some time from a FOA Health & Safety
Representative
New Helmets – Feedback
NM passed on positive feedback received from Bob Salway, that
the new helmets have been well received at Cheddar Station
and that the torches are good.
In contradiction NM told the meeting of feedback he has
received, that the new helmets are causing problems
operationally, particularly for officers, whereby they are
restricting hearing, cannot get mobile phone to ear and can’t use
a radio, which means that the helmet has to be removed on the
incident ground.
Date of Next Meeting
Date of next meeting: Tuesday 29 November 2016
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